Video Playlist

The Video Playlist component plays video playlists created on the MediaSpace platform. This component is the 'window' to the video - all the video content controls are performed within MediaSpace.

Features

• Simple import using playlist ID
• Auto Play
• Custom captions
• Closed captions (via MediaSpace)

Pro Tips

• Use MediaSpace for Stanford owned content
• For a single video, try the Video Playlist component
• MediaSpace has cc, quiz, chapter and privacy options
• It's not recommended to use the Auto Play feature
• Video scales to fit the column space
• The External iFrame component can work for video not on YouTube or MediaSpace
Video Playlist Legend

Video Playlist

Share Watch Link:
https://mediaspace.stanford.edu/playlist/dedicated/1_fjsarwof/

Add Caption

Video playlist caption example

Auto Play
Select to make the player start automatically when loaded